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Abstract. The paper presents the designing and research works of Professor Anatolijus
Rozenbliumas. The Professor was one of the most outstanding Lithuanian engineers and
one of the most important scientists in the building field. He created an original theory of
calculating the reinforced concrete deformation. The theory was recognized by the most
outstanding specialists in this field.
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Introduction
The most prominent construction engineers of Lithuania in 20 age was professor habilitated doctor of science Anatolijus Rozenbliumas.
He burned 30 July, 1902 in Bialystok town. Everybody who had the luck to socialize
and work with Professor remembers him with a high respect. His professional competence, attentiveness and benevolence, his deep analytical thinking, his very serious
approach to the science and technology never stopped to amaze the people around him.
He was one of the most outstanding Lithuanian engineers, one of the most important
scientists in the building field.

The prime general works of design and construction

Anatolijus Rozenbliumas has designed the constructions of many buildings, including
the foundation for some of them. In all larger cities of Lithuania there are buildings
designed by or with the participation of A. Rozenbliumas. Kaunas has the majority of
these buildings.
Together with architect V. Landsbergis-Žemkalnis he has designed the buildings of
Kaunas District Local Government, the Research laboratory, the eggs storage room in
“Pienocentras”, a fruits-juices factory (Fig. 1). Together with architect F. Vizbaras – Kaunas Central Post Office building, the Palace of Medicine Faculty of Vytautas Didysis University; together with architect S. Kudokas – the 6th Kaunas high school, the “Officer’s
Home“ buildings and the basis of the Higher Technical School building.
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Fig. 1. The Research laboratory

Up till that time Anatolijus Rozenbliumas has designed more buildings in Kaunas –
of residential, industrial and military type. The aviation hangar in Linksmadvaris built
according to his design was the largest in Lithuania (28×100 m). There are buildings
constructed or designed by A. Rozenbliumas also in Klaipeda, Šiauliai, Panevežys,
Radviliškis, Telšiai, Alytus (The archives of the building ...; The archives of the literature ...).
A. Rozenbliumas works for Alytus city are significant. He has designed the constructions of the municipality building of this town and the reinforced-concrete bridge
through the Nemunas river. The building of this bridge (completed in 1938) has brought
a wide recognition to its designer.
The press of that time has written about the bridge and its creators: „Comparing
with other Nemunas bridges, the building of Alytus bridge was relatively inexpensive.
But the most importanthing – it was built by local forces without any foreign help. The
strength and staying power of this bridge match the standards of the main European
highway bridges and it will hold easily the weight of modern vehicles and the ones of
the future.
The bridge construction is so-called Gerber’s beam: separate interval-spans of 35
meters.
The Alytus bridge is the largest reinforced concrete bridge in Lithuania and the
largest bridge of such a construction in the Baltic States (Fig. 2). There is bridge of the
same construction in Delingen city through Dunabe, only its spans are narrower (32 m)
than those of the Alytus bridge. Nevertheless this Delingen bridge is considered to be
a prominent achievement of the engineer mind (or creativity), and even a special book
has been dedicated to its construction. Alytus bridge also would be the famous creation
of our engineers and the symbol of economical progress of our country.
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Fig. 2. The Alytus bridge (A. Rozenbliumas is on the right)

The bridge construction works were excellently performed by the famous contractors – Ilgovsky Company. One of the most talented engineers of Lithuania Mr. Anatolijus Rozenbliumas is the constructor of the bridge (Nakas 1997; Anatolijus Rozembliumas ...).

He has designed the Sport Hall

Basketball became very popular in Lithuania after the Lithuanian basketball team, including several US-Lithuanian sportsmen, had won the European basketball championship in 1937. When in July of the same year it was announced that the following European male basketball championship of 1939 would take place in Kaunas, the fascination
with this sport grew in Lithuania to almost absolute proportion.
The design and building of the sports palace matching the requirements of Europe
championship was a very difficult problem, while there was only about a half year remaining till the beginning of the championship. The order of the building design was referred to Anatolijus Rozenbliumas, who already had the reputation of the most mature
and talented constructor (Fig. 3).
Anatolijus Rozenbliumas has chosen the steel two-hinged arches as the main holding elements. For this kind of construction it is particular compression forces in the
sections and large thrust forces in the bearing places. In case of two-hinged arches the
thrust forces are partially held by the arch itself, therefore the thrust of the basis decreased, and the arches construction be came more economical.
For the roof the hall 4 steel arches with 60 m spans were constructed. They were
spaced at 13.2 m distance and the height was 15.2 m. The arch section was homogenic
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Fig. 3. The Sports Hall in Kaunas

double-tee shape. Its height was 720 mm and its width was 360 mm. The double-tee
section was formed from flat sheets and angles connected by rivets. It was needed
to drill over 18 000 holes. In order to protect against the buckling, the arches were
connected by purlins in the segments breaking points in the longitudinal direction
of the building. Above the purlins the covering construction of the roof was placed.
The purlins were designed from 340 mm height I-sections adding horizontal 200
mm channels to the lower flange. To resist the wind loads the 280×160 mm closed
box-shape section tie bars were composed from 2 channels strengthened by flat
strips. 100 000 kg steel for arches and ties and 110 000 kg for wall frames and purlins were used.
The length of the Sports Hall is 62.8 and the width 61 m. Between the arches the
roof construction in cludes triangle-shape section sky-light structures – in the day time
the interior was lighted enough. The roof laying was arranged from wood boards and
covered by roofing paper.
A. Rozenbliumas has constructed the Hall tribunes from wood structures. The great
job was provided just because the triangle supports were composed of jointed elements; it has required calculating not only the sections strength, but also the strength
of the dowels.
During December of 1938 and January of 1939 the foundations were concreted and
the steel structures production was started. All the steel constructions were assembled
at the end of April. Then the building was roofed with boards covered with ruberoid.
The stone laying was finished by May, 10. The first trainings began (Fig. 4).
The General Secretary of International Basketball Federation (FIBA) William Jones
while visiting Kaunas in May 1939 has said in the media briefing: “The Sports hall in
Kaunas is the only one so excellent in Europe. The Cubertin hall in Paris is also excellent,
but it’s mostly suitable for tennis” (Vakar pradėta statyti ... 1938).
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Fig. 4. The Sports Hall in Kaunas

Scientific research elements in designing
In the interwar Lithuania Anatolijus Rozenbliumas has designed not a few residential
buildings, constructions of public and industrial buildings, and the palms area in the
Kaunas Botanical garden. Some of his work included scientific research elements.
In the solution of the Officers’ building project about 200 typewriting pages were
devoted to the analysis of vibration influence to the ultimate slabs load. In the project of
Šiauliai Power station in Rekyva, 250 typewriting pages explored the estimation of the
vibration influence on turbo-generator basement. Preparing the project of the Alytus
reinforced concrete bridge, the influence of the 20 m high bearings forms changes to
their rigidity was evaluated.
Performing the expert investigation of the Kaunas municipality garage roof fall
A. Rozenbliumas has prepared the report of more than 200 pages, exposing the mistakes that led to the accident.
Just before 1940 A. Rozenbliumas has participated in the competition of Eiguliai
bridge projects. The building works of this bridge through Neris were planned for 1939.
Its total estimated price was 1.650.000 Lt. But at that moment there was no possibility
of implementing these plans. And from 1940 the Russian authorities, first of all, were
concerned with the Lithuania “sovietization” problems.
In June 25, 1941 the Nazi army entered Kaunas, and already in June 29 there was
an order from Berlin to gather all the Lithuanian Jews to specialized camps. A. Rozenbliumas with his family became the Kaunas Vilijampolė ghetto prisoners. About 45.000
Jews were transferred to this ghetto. During all the time of Nazi occupation the slaying
of ghetto inhabitants was going on. Till spring 1944 there were only few thousands
people left alive. The Rozenbliumases have managed to escape the Vilijampolė ghetto
and to evoide the tragic destiny.
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After of Second World War
After the war A Rozenbliumas taught at the Kaunas University, started the scientific research of building materials, sometimes designed building constructions. He prepared
a Doctorate thesis, was the head of a department.
On June 30, 1948 at Kaunas State University A. Rozenbliumas has successfully defended his thesis “About the Optimal Composition of Concrete and Solutions Defining”.
In 1956 A. Rozenbliumas has issued the textbook “The Masonry Constructions”. In
the same year he has created and tested the polygon girder for roofs of industrial and
agriculturial buildings. In 1958 this job was awarded the State prize (Fig. 5).
A. Rozenbliumas begun his reinforced concrete studies in 1955, although till this
time he had already a great experience in such constructions and all the variety of building constructions design.
Neither did A. Rozenbliumas stop his work on the text literature. In 1962–1964 he
has issued “The Elasticity Theory” and “Cylindrical and Prismatic Covers” conspectus,
and the textbook in Russian “Masonry Constructions”– in Moscow (Anatolijus Rozenbliumas ...).
In 1967 in Minsk Polytechnic Institute A. Rozenbliumas has defended the Doctor
of Technical Sciences thesis (the Habilitation work) “About Cracks, Stresses and Deformations Development in Reinforced Concrete Constructions under Force Influence”. In
1968 he was awarded the scientific title of professor.
The A. Rozenbliumas computational theory of reinforced concrete elements cracking and deformations was recognized as a new step in the development of reinforced
concrete constructions science (Nakas 2002).

Fig. 5. Testing of girder A. Rozenbliumas has created for roofs and
was awarded the State prize
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A short description of theories, calculating the deformations
The method suggested by A. Rozenbliumas for the first time in the reinforced concrete
science allowed calculating the element crack height depending on the bending moment.
There was the mathematical basement of the experimentally observed phenomena:
• while increasing the load in the cracked sections, the stressed zone height decreases,
• while creating high normal cracks, the bending moment increases at the same
time,
• while further increasing the load, the crack height increases more slowly, etc.
For the case when the elements crack and the steel reinforcement bar slide along
concrete A. Rozenbliumas has suggested the mathematically exact calculation of the
possible extremal stresses of steel in the portion between crack sand the decreasement
concrete stresses.
Under the standard cracking moment was calculated from rectangular diagram of
stresses in tension zone and triangle diagram of stresses in compression zone. The prolongation of hypotenuse triangle diagram severing ordinate cR, where R – limitary tensile stress. By the standard was taken c = 2 .
In 1961 A. Rozenbliumas made a way to tally up straight of elastic-plastic material
reinforce concrete elements sections. By then the usable calculating non-straight-line
diagram of tension zone he changed to straight-line diagram. In order to balance the
section when it came down, A. Rozenbliumas brought into tension zone outside a tensile action. It is difference of stresses straight-line and non-straight-line diagrams. Then
work of section is possibility to regard as elastic materials.
A. Rozenbliumas deduced formulas of anything shape section to set a state of stresses. As tension stresses is taken by rectangular diagram and compression stresses by
triangle diagram on the back of it coefficient c – whatever, then exchange rectangular
diagram to triangle diagram we must to add power K in point 1 and moment L in regard
to point 1. Now is possiblet find K and L. After reconstruction the equation of state
stresses in section over crack is available.

Fig. 6. The diagram of stresses
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Given that diagram of stresses b (Fig. 6):
(1)

Given that diagram of stresses c (Fig. 6):
					
(2)

In formulas F – section stretch non let out u zone. S and J – accordingly statically
and secondly moments of area; ƒ and s – accordingly records of ribore section; m = M .
cR
The hight of crack v = 0 set in equation is expression of cracking moment.
By A. Rozenbliumas, the diagram of stresses in section over crack is idencital for
diagram of cracking moment. It is allowed to set dependence of bending moment on the
crack high in pure bending zone. Author of this method offered the example variation of
diagrams rectangular section over crack as enlarge load (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Changes of stresses while decreasing the load

By According to A. Rozenbliumas, the bending axis curvature of reinforce concrete
elements that much in non cracking and that much in cracking strips was calculated as
follows:		
					

(3)

In non-cracking section, where M = Mcr , σa , and σb was set by the (1) equation, as
νp =0 ⋅ Mcr – cracking moment calculating by (2).
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In non-cracking section, where M < M cr , νp = 0 and c = 1, the stresses σa , and σb ,
were expressed as follows:

σa and σb in sections over cracks calculating by (1) equations.

(4)

In strips between cracks reduction of stresses reinforcement and concrete was valued with coefficient k. A. Rozenbliumas derivable the formulas to calculate him.
The sustained action rateable for compresses concrete with coefficient v and for tension concrete with coefficient η.

The value of works by A. Rozenbliumas

The method of A. Rozenbliumas was second with experiments. This theory was ranked
by many outstanding scientists of USSR. They wrote that authors carried original concept of calculating reinforces concrete structures.
It was clear that the deflections of reinforced concrete elements calculated according to A. Rozenbliumas’ method more exactly match the measured ones while testing
than the elements calculated according to the Code of that time.
The memoirs of Professor Anatolijus Rozenbliumas make much outstanding specialists of buildings constructions. As it is his research works positively rated Professors
A. A. Gvozdev, N. V. Nikitin, P. Pasternak. The famous specialists of reinforced concrete
M. S. Borišanski and N. M. Nemirovski write about substantial to theories calculating
cracking and deforming of reinforced concrete (The central state … 1967).
The A. Rozenbliumas theory encouraged the research of reinforced concrete constructions in Lithuania. It was the grounded reason for establishing the building constructions lab oratories basement in Kaunas Polytechnic Institute that allowed a more
detailed research of reinforced concrete.
Jonas Kuodis, Juozas Gabrys, Anatolijus Rozenbliumas and Antanas Kudzys were the
pioneers of the scientific research of reinforced concrete structures in Lithuania.
In 1969 Professor A. Rozenbliumas moved to Vilnius and became the head of Special
Constructions department in the Vilnius Building Enginery Institute (now Vilnius Gediminas Technical University).
After starting his work on September 1, 1969, in the Vilnius Building Enginery Institute
(VISI), established instead of Kaunas Polytechnic Institute branch, he was paying the most
attention to the research work of his protégées, has lectured to his students, initiated the
creation of new labs, and had devoted significant amount of time to his diploma-students.
The graduates of that time refer to A. Rozenbliumas as one of the most outstanding
university professors.
At the end of 1969, already in VISI, professor A. Rozenbliumas together with Dr.
V. Jokūbaitis prepared and issued the text-book “The Fundamentals of Reinforced Concrete and Masonry Structures”.
When professor A. Rozenbliumas died on May 7, 1973 after the terminal disease,
hundreds of lecturers, coworkers and students have attended his funeral.
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Conclusion
Professor Anatolijus Rozenbliumas has entered the Lithuanian building history as a famous constructions designer, lecturer and scientist. World-level professionals acknowledged his computational theory of reinforced concrete constructions, he has educated
many researchers of this field, and their works have influenced the development of the
building science in Lithuania.
The scientific school created by A. Rozenbliumas is significant for reinforced concrete constructions science development in Lithuania.
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ŽYMUS INŽINIERIUS IR PASTATŲ PROJEKTUOTOJAS BEI ORIGINALIOS
GELŽBETONIO SKAIČIAVIMO TEORIJOS KŪRĖJAS
Algimantas Nakas
Vilniaus Gedimino technikos universitetas,
Saulėtekio al. 11, LT-10223 Vilnius, Lietuva
El. paštas Algimantas.Nakas@vgtu.lt
Santrauka. Straipsnyje pristatomas vienas iš žymiausių Lietuvos statybų konstruktorių profesorius,
habilituotas technikos mokslų daktaras Anatolijus Rozenbliumas (1902–1973). Kartu su žymiausiais
Lietuvos architektais yra suprojektavęs daugelį kraštui svarbių pastatų, tiltų. Vienas reikšmingiausių
jo darbų – Kauno sporto halė, pastatyta 1939 m. specialiai Europos krepšinio pirmenybėms. Po
Antrojo pasaulinio karo dėstė aukštosiose mokyklose, buvo katedros vedėju, sukūrė originalią
gelžbetoninių konstrukcijų skaičiavimo teoriją, parengė daug jaunų mokslininkų.
Reikšminiai žodžiai: tiltai, halė, arka, plyšių aukštis, įlinkiai.
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